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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

• Lots of things! So discussion necessarily focuses on a 
limited subset.

• Overall, a very nice paper. 

• Lots of robustness to convince you results do hold.

• Takes care of transaction costs

• Different investor perspective (various residences)

• Different sample periods and country groupings.

• For reference see also: Brunnermeier, M. K., S. 
Nagel and L. H. Pedersen, 2008 (Carry trades and 
currency crashes)
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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

Synthesis

• A single factor – resembling carry trade - explains
variation – cross sectionally - in currency excess
returns.

• The outcome can be rationalised within a 2-factor 
affine term structure model… BUT…there must be
heterogenous loadings of currencies on the common 
factor
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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

Synthesis

• Let us see why:

• HMLt+1-Et[HMLt+1] = [(δL
t)0.5-(δH

t)0.5](zw
t)0.5uw

t+1

If loadings δ are equal across L (low yielding) and H 
(high yielding) countries then the carry trade factor
does not exist.

• In addition model requires some parameter
restrictions: i) the loadings on the common shock δ
must be equal between high and low yielding
countries ii) all countries must load equally on the 
domestic shock (γi= γ)
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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

• The paper identifies two factors that account for 
quite a fraction of cross sectional returns on 6 fx
portfolios.

• One factor fixes the level of the portfolios.

• The other differentiates the returns of the various 
portfolios from this level.

• This second factor retains the bulk of the cross 
sectional power. It is built as a carry trade factor, or 
better, it looks like a carry trade factor.
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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

• The paper borrows a methodology developed originally 
in the equity market: reduce idiosyncratic risk through 
the use of portfolios.

• How?

• Build portfolios of currencies based on the foreign 
interest rate relative to a given home currency.

• There are six portfolios, from the lowest yielding (p1) to 
the highest yielding (p6).

• As said, the first factor is an average of the 6 portfolios

• The second is built as p6-p1. It is a carry trade factor as 
you short some currencies in order to be long in other 
currencies.
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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

• Portfolios are formed dynamically, i.e. at the end of 
each month currencies are allocated to portfolios 
according to their interest rate level.

• There are 37 currencies from 1983 to end-2008; the 
number of currencies in each portfolio changes from 
month to month.

• The second portfolio then looks like a ‘slope’ factor, i.e. 
some assets load positively on it, some other load 
negatively.

• It is a remarkable analogy with yield curve modeling
that 2 factors price fx returns.

• Of course there bonds of different maturity are priced, 
here is different currencies over same holding interval 
to be priced.
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Relation with yield curve issues

• At times – or in previous versions – the paper aimed to 
connect to Cochrane and Piazzesi.

• A combination of forward interest rates loads with 
remarkable regularity on ex-post bond returns.

• However, the CP model is a forecasting model
• rxt,t+k = α + Σj=1,4βjfj,j+1+ηt

• while here we deal with a factor model, i.e. focus is on cross 
sectional pricing.

• Factors have in fact negligible out of sample power, with R 
squared passing from 80-90% when factors are 
contemporaneous to zero when they are lagged by 
between 1 and 12 months (but portfolios returns are 
calculated over a 1-month horizon, maybe low 
predictability)
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HML co-varies with average returns

Cov(rx(k),sdf)
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Factors are priced sources of risk

Portfolios 
returns on 
factors

FIRST PASS

REGRESSION

SECOND PASS

REGRESSION
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Unconditional pricing works nicely
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Volatility matters for fx movements
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• Volatility has a clear relationships with currencies 
movements, recently also for currencies for which it 
typically has not.
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Volatility matters for fx movements
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Volatility matters for fx movements

Time varying correlations (rolling over 6-month windows; daily data)
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Unconditional pricing works nicely
βfx βHML βσ βsm

p1 0.399 -0.466 0.008 -0.009

p2 0.361 -0.269 0.013 0.005

p3 0.384 -0.297 -0.024 0.012

p4 0.390 -0.018 0.003 -0.032

p5 0.435  0.085 -0.001 0.028

p6 0.469  0.784 0.000 -0.005

coeff T-Stat 
λ1 0.269   2.952
λ2 0.344   3.761
λ3 -2.538  -0.773
λ4 -1.033  -0.494

Loading of first pass: fx and hml
get significance and nice path 
across portfolios but stock market 
vola and stock market return do 
not

Loadings of second pass: fx and 
hml are priced source of risk, 
stock market vola and stock 
market return are not
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Volatility vs HML

• Within the LRV paper easy to bring volatility into the 
picture. Intuition: recall that a low volatility environment
fosters carry trade.
• HRV show that in their affine yield curve model
•Corr(HMLt+1,mt+1)2= δzw

t/[δzw
t + γzt]

where zw is the world shock and zt is the country-specific
shock.
When the global component of risk rises the correlation
rises to unity.
If innovations to the common component of the 
marginal utility growth uw are correlated with
innovations to global volatility zw then volatility
innovations can proxy for HML innovations.
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Volatility matters but HML dominates

•Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling and Schrimpf (2009) 
perform a similar analysis but they look at volatility as
factor.
•They find that volatility is related to exchange rate 
returns. Low interest rate currencies are a hedge against
volatility shocks.
• Excess returns are related to unexpected volatility 
rather than to expected volatility.
•LRV also look at volatility: they show that volatility 
loadings decrease monotonically across portfolios. 
However, stock market volatility innovations cannot 
replace HML as a pricing factor.
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Volatility leads to lower growth
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Low yielding currencies compensate for 
consumption risk

Low yielding currencies            High yielding currencies

Relative to: US, UK, Canada, Australia, France (euro area)
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Some challenges: what factors really work and 
conditional models are good representations?

• From fx excess returns zt = ∆st+1 – (it*-it)(1) build
portfolios p1-p6.

• Form Zt = [p1, p2, p4, p5, p6, HML, σ(sm), smr]
(σ is stock market volatility, smr is stock market 

return)
• Assume the following conditional pricing model

• Zt 8x1 = µ + ΣkΦkZt-k + Ψ[Ηt , Ηt-1 , Ηt-2] + ηt 

• Ht 8x8 = w’w + A’ η’t ηtA + B’Ht-1B

• Obviously for each pi the Ψ is allowed to load only on 
the covariance between itself and the factors HML, σ
and smr. All remaining interactions are closed.
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HML Covariances rank neatly across portfolios
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Stock market variance Covariances less so …
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But stock market returns covariances do
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All factors give same picture?

portfolio 1: fitted prem ia

all 3 factors
hm l only
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sm r only
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All factors give same picture?

portfolio 6: fitted prem ia

all 3 factors
hm l only

var only
sm r only
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So, how much can we fit conditionally? 
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So, how much can we fit conditionally? 
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.

Thanks a lot
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Introduction (what does the paper do?)

• -mi
t+1 = λizi

t+(γizi
t)0.5ui

t+1+τizw
t+(δizw

t)0.5uw
t+1

• zi
t+1 = (1-φi)θi + φIzi

t + σi(zi
t)0.5vi

t+1

• zw
t+1 = (1-φw)θW + φwzw

t + σw(zW
t)0.5vW

t+1

• Et(mt+1)=-λizi
t-τizw

t [1]
• Vart(mt+1) = (γizi

t)+(δizw
t) [1B]

• ∆qi
t+1 = mt+1-mi

t+1 = λizi
t+(γizi

t)0.5ui
t+1+τizw

t+(δizw
t)0.5uw

t+1-
λzt+(γzt)0.5ut+1+τzw

t+(δzw
t)0.5uw

t+1 =

• λizi
t+(γizi

t)0.5ui
t+1- λzt+(γzt)0.5ut+1+ (τ-τi) zw

t+[(δi)0.5-(δ)0.5](zw
t)0.5uw

t+1

• rxi
t+1= - ∆qi

t+1 + ri
t-rt

• As: E(M)=-R → E(mt+1)+0.5var(mt+1) = -rt and from [1] and [1B]
• ri

t = λizi
t+τizw

t -0.5[(γizi
t)+(δizw

t)] = (λi-0.5γi)zi
t+(τi-0.5δi)zw

t so:
• rxi

t+1= λizi
t+(γizi

t)0.5ui
t+1- λzt+ (γzt)0.5ut+1+ (τ-τi) zw

t+[(δi)0.5-
(δ)0.5](zw

t)0.5uw
t+1 + (λi-0.5γi)zi

t+(τi-0.5δi)zw
t - (λ-0.5γ)zt+(τ-0.5δ)zw

t 

• = -0.5γizi
t-(γizi

t)0.5ui
t+1+ 0.5γzt + (γzt)0.5ut+1+ (0.5δ-0.5δi) zw

t- [(δi)0.5-
(δi)0.5](zw

t)0.5uw
t+1  [2]

• E[rxi
t+1]=0.5[γzt- γizi

t+(δ-δi) zw
t]

• Var[rxi
t+1] = γizi

t- γzt+[(δi)0.5-(δ)0.5]2zw
t
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Interest rates and currency crashes
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Carry trades and interest rate shocks
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